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Dent May brings his timeless flair to his new album Across The Multiverse. The album features songs that capitalize on his piano skills with a modern twist on a somewhat 70s sound. A lot of the songs feature similar sounds to psychedelic pop, with an overall up beat feel that comes through Dent May’s impeccable harmonies.
Songs off the album, such as Dream 4 Me and Distance To The Moon feature an Elton John like sound, while others like Picture On A Screen, are closer to modern indie pop and some 80s pop. Overall, the entire album is a great listen for anyone looking for something that branches out enough to be considered for multiple genres, making it appealing a wide audience.

Sounds Like:
Elton John
Sounds Like:
Grizzly Bear

Recommended Tracks:
4. Dream 4 Me: upbeat and poppy, great song for a stroll
Distance To The Moon: a more mellow song, easy listening
Across The Multiverse (feat. Frankie Cosmos): more electronic and California vibes
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